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  BLUE HOUR

  Ray by ray, the darkness fades 
  Act by act, our lives are told 
  Drop by drop, the earth is watered 
 Word by word, our truths unfold 

Photographers refer to the period immediately before sunrise or after 
sunset as the Blue Hour, prizing the light’s soft quality, colour and clarity. 

Too often, we speak of things in a binary rhetoric: night and day, hot and 
cold, dry and wet, true and false, just and unjust, etc., though we know 
from observation and experience that reality is more nuanced, there are 
degrees of most qualities, perception is subjective, and change is gradual, 
evolutionary.  

One ray of light does not dispel the pre-dawn darkness, nor one raindrop 
change a sunny day to one we would call rainy. But several million, 
especially when viewed in the context of other circumstances, will light the 
earth, soak the ground and shift our assessment. 

Phil Knight



 

Rome, it is said,  was not built in a day. Considering the opposite—the 
decline of social structures and orders—Adam Smith observed, There is a 
lot of ruin in a nation.  Social building and ruination are not binary 
conditions, but evolutionary, and economic.  

They are relative states of being, determined not by single or even singular 
events but, like raindrops, by several million spontaneous, unmanaged 
individual choices, each of which imposes a cost and consequence, while 
contributing to our shared experience, perception and understanding of 
the whole. 

Word by word, we unfold and reconstruct our truths, our realities. 

These poems canvas a range of life, from the personal and intimate 
through the public and political, exploring changes brought about by the 
inexorable pull of time and tides, exposing the themes to the soft clarity of 
blue hour light.

Photos 

Front Cover: Equinox sunrise on Shawnigan Lake, BC, September, 2014 

Back cover: Solstice sunset over Vancouver Harbour, December, 2018 

All photos by Phil Knight
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About the photo–– 

Low tide on the Dundarave waterfront, West Vancouver, BC
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Poets of Autumn 
See the cycle of life, decay and death  

Talk hope for renewal, resurrection;  

I seek the beauty of the day,   

The grammar of the clouds,  

The alphabet of trees, 

The crimson brightness  

Of the maple leaf,  

Forever. 





Full Moon, Empty Beach 
The setting moon pulled the plug on the Pacific  

Drained the cove beyond the sailors’ 

Algaed slips at Ambleside  

Washed in waves of beachcombers   

Flooding exposed shingle, barnacled reefs  

And imagined treasures,  

While sun worshippers exposed another thing 

Beyond the tidal reach, and  

Children seeking crabs to fill sand buckets  

Played in the drying mansions  

Of sunfish, starfish and hermits 

Where gulls and crows murdered  

Clams and rubbish brought to view  

By the pull of the full moon in May.



Shaping Alpha Beta 
Absolute at one extreme, ambivalent at the other 

Bulbous, Bold and Beautiful 

Curves, hard and soft 

Definite left, indecisive right 

Equality, top to bottom 

Framing one corner 

Grotesque circle 

Heavenly hands, hellish feet 

Individualist 

Just reversal of I 

Kinky silent knight or knave 

Lefty basal frame 

Multiple shoulders and feet 

Negation 

Onomatopoeic 

Pregnant 

Questionable 

Rooted 

Slithering Sneaky Snake 

Turn at the Top 

Uncertain Direction  

Vice Versa 

Windows & an Arch 

Xenon  

Yield 

Zigzag 



Xmas Eve 
Midnight, and the inventory of several big box stores 

Is stuffed into a host of oversize hose 

Laid silently, personally on the couch. 

Awaiting discovery by wondering eyes 

Experiencing a moment, 

Marking personal worth, affirmation. 

Quiet slips over us to lie a fog 

Undisturbed 

’til morning leaks into the sky 

How silently, how silently 

The wondrous gift is given . . .



Dominion of Names 
An eagle eyes the prey,  
 whose name he never knows,  

Yet every pedant’s certain  

 there’s a Murder of crows,  

Lamentable swans, Parliamentary owls,  

A Charming of hummers, Unkindness of ravens. 

  

What impulse drove, directed poets  

To malign the crow and raven, respect the owl;  

What purpose was served 
 feeling the sadness of swans, 

 delighting in the humming of fairies?  

Would calling your bed a puffiness of pillows  

Add softness, comfort, make sleep more certain,   

Rest more restoring; sex more satisfying?  

When approached from Tresco or Hugh Town,  

 Land’s End is really its beginning,  

While Newfoundland is newly found  
 only to those who never knew of it,  

And, antipodes are anti only to those  
 whose head and feet are obverse;  

From Hong Kong, the near, middle and far east  
 must be Hawaii, Mexico and Rome. 

What indeed is in a name?





 
Have we the will to relax, let go of language,  

Wait for the bud to open, bloom,  

Intoxicate us with its fragrance;  

To revel in its grace and assert no naming power?  

Would we lose something of ourselves,   

Our humanity, in being so detached?  

Nothing has a name ‘til some determined I  

Distinguishes, imposes on it some impression,  

Creates an otherness defined by one expression. 

Each label declares a point of view,  

Perspective, some might even say, a bias.  

Naming secures our relationship to things, 

Assumes ownership, shapes imagination.   

We inculcate ourselves and others to accept   

As a norm, our godlike compass point,  

Makes absolute the solitary truth  

Of one Vision, one Frame, one Truth.  

Through nothing more substantial   

Than hubris, expelled air, and is  

We cast ourselves imposters of the gods,  

Creators of the Dominion of Names. 



Tipping Points 
And every detail done 

Imposes weight, inflects 

Toward a tipping point 

Some life, bending the curve of time 

Toward some unsuspecting end. 

The way the moon looks different in the morning 

When sunrise strikes, alarms its other side 

Ships turn their faces to the harbour in some protest 

Against the pull and tug of ebbing tide 

The light waves long and stretched through morning air 

Strikes blue on the unaware.





Somewhere No Place 
Plum Coulee to Bundaberg, Tweed Heads 

Gizo to Belmopan and Sundre,  

Twin Butte, Barkerville to Maiden Newton 

Cerne Abbas, Giants in the earth 

How many Liberties in the USA? 

Where are we now; who are they–– 

 The people who people, 

 Mark life, make life, make love, 

 In all these irrelevancies. 

Spots grown wide with local significance 

Narrow minded with global irrelevance 

Do big people come from big places 

Or big places from big people? 

Is there greater meaning–– 

 to the little people 

 in all the big places?

About the photo–– 
Justice, I wrote elsewhere, is a hamlet in a fallow field of grain. 

The 2011 image is of the grain elevator at Justice, Manitoba, about 20 miles north east of Brandon.



Deleting the Web 
The silver haired woman wakes to fear 

She hit Delete–– 

 the global web lies shredded at her feet 

 its great weight melted, sloughed away 

 gone by her neglect, or willing 

 exit from its stays. 

Gasp! Gasp!  No---breathe! 

Disengage, withdraw, and meditate 

Then breathe once more, freed from the need 

To lift and share some heavy upward load 

Or bear the burden of the down bound road. 

To know herself and knowing it's enough 

To friend her loves, love her friends 

and living loving, find an end--- 

Of chasing all the freshest wikied power, 

Knowing it will pass within the hour 

Finding ever more and knowing less, 

Of friending all and being friend to none, 

Liking, yes or no without demur; 

Surveying from afar the noisome fray 

Fouling her spirit, grinding down the day 

Force fitting her in spaces, traces and opines 

Denying her the dignity, the power 

Created in her free, her bespoke mind. 

Delete is to be human 

To err, divine.



Telling Tides 
Ships on anchors swinging 

Round, a clockwork rusted orange 

Hands telling the tides for those attuned to the code. 

Time passing all the same 

The sun stretching back toward the day of equivocation 

Diamonds the afternoon water  

A solitary sail lazes the harbour 

Drawing out the best of his day  

A silent launch rides the front of his bullet trace across time. 

A single blast tells the hum to change position, doesn’t move me  

Caught in lazy sounds riding the updraft  

From downhill neighbours, late at their chores. 

Early at their play.



 

About the photo–– 

The Capilano River, between North and West Vancouver, in spring flood, 2018
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A Rose by No Name 
Once, I made father laugh. 

Walking across an ugly leased estate 

Hearing his glad telling–– 
 how here would be some gardens,  

 there the lawns, 

 mother’s favourite roses brought to bloom 

 and farther off, the orchards with their fruit. 

Speaking in glowing yarns ‘til, caustically, I swore 
 It isn't London, nor these the Palace grounds!  

Which, at the time, I couldn’t know, 

Has nothing but a gravel field out front,  

Its majestic glories hidden out of sight. 

And father laughed––  
 perhaps tickled to hear his imaginings equalled  

 to the sovereign's truth; or  

 perchance taken by surprise at his audacity. 

Pigs, chickens rooted, roosted  
 where he predicted lawns,  

While random horses, goats, sheep  
 fertilized, mowed, those orchards. 

Something privy we erected  
 on his promised gardens 

A rose––by any other name, it wasn’t. 

The laughter pleased me,  

For at the time I couldn't know 

How obverse we were to majesty itself–– 
 our imagined pleasures grandly promised, 

 declared to all the world; 

 our harsh realities kept hidden out of sight.



Words After Breakfast 
Each morning, he would  

Reach for his Book of Truths, read aloud;  

His unwavering conviction riding  

The waves of holy words, surfing 

Against the sounds of silence 

Assaulting the mind, salting my soul 

With the terror of not knowing. 

That crucible of fear, where 

Attentiveness to his efforts was proved 

By recollection of some slip of text, detached 

From context, meaning, reason 

Taught a fateful form 

Impressing neural pathways   

Into the service of arrogance 

And ignorant proclamation. 

The rooted fear of being revealed 

Empty mouthed in the fateful moment 

Needing to recall, to know, to have an answer 

Inhibits inquiry and learning 

Stimulates impassioned waves of novel holy words,  

Unmindful to the central truth–– 

 Isn’t asking always better than most telling?



Learning Kriol 
The small frank African man spoke 

Each slow syllable, enunciated, exaggerated; 

His voice wrapping uncomfortably around 

The King James core, the very European idea 

Of mankind’s cosmic debt and quest 

For redemption–– 

 By grace are ‘ee saft true fate . . . 

Boys, snickering at his verbal contradictions 

We exposed our prejudice, our failure  

To see the absence of error, failure 

To hear without our prism 

Imposing meaning on his words; 

Exposed our arrogance, judged him––  

 wanting, failing, wrong. 

But what of his earnest self-negation 

Pouring himself into the task of social replication; 

Taking on the faith, the book, the words 

Clothes, arguments, habits, rituals 

Of an alien, colonial life, a foreign god? 

Betrayed at last, always and forever 

By his immutable skin, and voice–– 

 never to efface the mark of race, 

 never to erase nature’s tones, 

 never to attain linguistic purity, 

 never to see the eyes of equality. 

The failure of our grace sealing his fate, and ours.

About this–– 
In the 1960’s Father was a missionary in Belize, where Kriol was 
the local patois. Dad mentored and evangelized with a Belizean 
man, Frank Small. This poem explores the essential inequality of 
their relationship, typical of the colonial presumptions 
underlying, and ultimately dooming, it.





Ex Cathedra 
Countless rows of stained oak 

Vaulting to a darkening emptiness 

Distracting to a deepening restlessness 

Counting the rails, guessing the nails  

Holding in place the artless artifact 

Blacking out the sky, preventing  

Our prayers’ escape to the heavens. 

Beams exposed like ribs of the crucified god 

Stretched with the strained skin 

Of the stained oak 

And the nails, multiplied like echoing words, 

Holding it all in place 

Countless nails, numberless words 

Framing an edifice isolating life from 

The world and its creator. 

Beneath the stained arches walling out the sky 

A vast terrestrial heaven 

Of artificial colour, muted light 

Distorted by some fields of deep stained glass 

Reality displaced by pretty window pictures 

And matching words, and matching minds,  

Well matched men with matchless women,  

Soothed by soft music, moved by soft words, 

Indifferent to the nails that were required 

To bring it all together.

About the photo–– 
Looking heavenward up the ruined bell tower of old St. Boniface Basilica, Winnipeg, Manitoba. 

The old basilica burned in 1968, and a new, modest and more modern, cathedral was built inside the restored ruins of the old.



The Scent of Brimstone 
Whatever the sin they decry 

Whatever the texts they inscribe 

Whatever form they implore 

Whatever belief they despise 

Whatever right they describe  

Whatever thought they abhor 

Whatever means they devise 

Whatever truth they prescribe 

Whatever the faith at their core 

Fundamentalists are preying the game 

Always with blame and much shame  

Ever smelling the same.

About this–– 
An escapee and survivor from religious fundamentalism, I am 
highly attuned and averse to the manners and methods 
common to all fundamentalists, whether of the religious, 
political, pseudo-scientific, social or artistic schools.



Golden Dog 
The house three doors up hill had a lab, 

The golden kind who lived, and I feared guarded, 

At their front door, under the carport. 

And fearless Joe, who loved the Marines and wanted 

Desperately to join them after high school, 

Got bit in his trigger arm when he reached to pet the lab. 

Which later seemed a dark omen for his dreams 

In our years of innocence, before Khe Son and Hue 

When everything seemed possible. 

When all life was a door you could knock at 

And they would let you in, if only you dared 

Reach out to the golden dog.



Lament For a Dinner Party 
Certain we are too genteel to fail the tests 

Of social grace, we gather in the evening 

To honour some special date, some lifetime triumph 

Or sometimes just to know we aren't alone. 

Dressing, I have a fantasy of conversation–– 
 sharing the wit and wisdom of great minds 
 whose language is the subject, verb and 
 object of our talk 
 how we will dazzle one another with 
 the sparkle of our minds,  
 the magic of their words 
 the art of thoughts, 
 the prestige of human life revealed. 

We will, I fondly think, enrich each other 

With deeper appreciation of our commons. 

I mention names I recently surveyed 

New, as are the names referred to me. 

Lacking a common opus, we fail ourselves. 

The diversity of some as fatal  

To my hopes as the paucity of others. 

We cannot find words to express ourselves 

To bridge across the table 

To open minds to unexplored realities 

We talk instead as fowls gabble–– 
 of nothingness and folly, 
 pooling banal experience, and all the 
 ideas of our innocence,  
 thoughts of our indulgence 
 knowledge of our ignorance,  
 truths of our imaginations 
And over all, the falsehoods of our convictions. 

Oh, how we drive those home, to no avail. 

Presided upon by some who never learned 

To unbuckle the stern gravity of the pronoun me.



Sabbath on Hampstead Heath 
A perfectly delicious flash of thigh. 

A tiny blue toy sailboat slipping by. 

A toddler falling, straining not to cry. 

A soft and gentle wind rising, drives 

A swan across the pond. 

Subtle shades of green stand tall against a sky 

Of pastel cloud-streaked blue. 

A tall stone spire the only building seen. 

The skyline is as God ordained; 

And on this seventh day 

The people rest, at play.



The Quality of Mercy 
I trespassed against nature one Sierra autumn day.  

Heady with its beauty and young love, I waded in  

To tempt some melted snow’s compulsion to the sea.  

A momentary lapse, a barefoot slip on granite smoothed to glass,  

With one swift bounce upon a daypack, and a splash, 

I joined the hurtling stream toward the Vernal Falls.  

Hydraulic forces hauled me, rolled me,  

roiled me, shook my sense, ‘til nature,  

bearing the insult but no grudge, forgave me the offence.  

A crevice in the granite snagged one toe,  

And spat me out above the falls below.



[On Taking up a Seat at] Will’s Old Desk 
I was his ‘ere you presumed upon us 

Another’s ‘fore he used me for his rime 

My surface a mere prop for men’s imagining 

Like their fine words, I’m borrowed out of time. 

But oh! The burden of the words I bore from him! 

The scratching of that quill, pounding of his fist 

In quest of some fresh taste, some sound, less fury 

To do full justice to the expropriated silence. 

What was the question, though? 

Reams of parchment he rubbished sorting  

What is to be, or not––To what great moment? 

All the world’s a stage  

And you gentles are but players on it, 

Wherefore think you he was Romeo, 

Different from his band of brothers? Or you? 

Lend me your ears––  

 Kings are a farce,  

  Justice an illusion, 

   Loyalty a fool’s solace, 

    Belief is what you wish. 

 Men are nasty, brutish, oafish, asinine 

      Women frivolous, fickle, froward, shrewish 

 Hah! What brave new world, indeed,  

 That has such creatures in it! 

  

Are you not all men, do you not bleed? 

Take care then what liberties you claim  

Sitting here, pen and words in hand 

In the winter of your discontent.



 

About the photo–– 

Masked Riotous Youth actors at Bard on the Beach, Vancouver, exploring the realm of human emotion.
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Foreverness of Nothing 
Nothing is forever. 

She said 

I thought she meant 

All things end 

This too will pass. 

But she was constancy itself 

So what she gave 

She gave forever.



Forrest’s Lament 
Days, decades of them, gone already 

Still my heart laughs for the love, the life 

Of the welcome caught in your eyes, that first day. 

How could passion, desire, love, infuse 

My blood bittersweet as Joni's holy wine, 

Resist all cure, and starved, never die,  

But root stunted in the impossibly alien fallows 

Laying between our mindscapes. 

What different worlds inhabit us 

Who once shared a moment in the sun 

The snow, a summer walk until, the path diverging, 

Saw differences in that less travelled by, 

Trailing our muses to their 

Opposing poles. 

I pass these times tossed through nights  

Of haunting dreams, wonderings, imaginings 

Lost moments, hopeless scenes and the soft 

Wounding of your silence. 

Nothing is forever, you said half a lifetime ago. 

Awakening suddenly to your double meaning, 

I strain to bear the foreverness of nothing. 

Years, decades of them, gone already 

And still my heart laughs for the lightness of you 

Bears the awful weight of the farewell 

Caught in your words, that last day.



Because I’ve Been Good for Much Too Long 
I open to the lovely smile 

Approaching across the open room 

Her sweet form sashaying with grace  

Elegance, promised joys. 

Comes to me with the sweetest offer 

Heard these past months of effort 

Struggle, contention, discordant words 

Recall the great Watts, lost to us all 

Yield not, the old school chorus haunts my mind. 

I could craft words–– 
 To move a rainbow nation 
 Or grieve the foreverness of nothing, 
 Confess my trespass to a waterfall 
 Or wonder at the sudden fall of words, 
 Salute the people of the eagle and the wolf 
 Hail the elders of Kaliaksim Lisims 
 Or note the rattling waste  
  of father's loose ambitions. 

And none would notice much, nor care. 

But still she smiles, her offer in the air 

This day as I am finished, given all 

What the hell, surely now, if ever 

I deserve a let! 

Gazing deep into her warm smiling eyes, 

All resistance futile, tumbled 

Undone, I yield at last to great temptation  

And order the apple crumble.

About this–– 
Written at dinner alone, my last night in Solomon Islands at 
the end of months of Constitutional debates and drafting.   

The words I could craft reference other constitutional 
preambles or poems, some in this volume. 

Ron Watts was a brilliant Canadian constitutional federalist, 
with an equal passion for desserts. We lost him in 2016.



Confession Over Mexican Dinner in a New 
Orleans Cafe 
Well, for once we were in the same time zone 

When I invited you to join me for dinner 

Though half the height of the continent lay 

Flat between us.  

So you demurred, allowed 

That you doubted we could find a midway 

Point we would each find comfortable 

To reach.  

And briefly, I thought of St. Louis 

Whose monumental arching transcendence 

Mocked my remembrance of us 

With its knowing the truth of your doubt. 

How, for want of a midway we could never find, 

We will still be owing each other  

Some long postponed dance  

When the music fades and dies. 

Ever insensate to the rhythm of the opposing soul.  

Ever wishing burritos and beer  

Paired well with a decent dessert.



Under the Canopy of Heaven 
On a mountain top with the woman  

Who feared love was a trap, a cell, a grave,  

Assumed the worst of nature, voiced her doubt 

Mistook the Milky Way for a cloud 

Imagining the galaxy was its own shade 

Saw only darkness in the place of cosmic glory.



Passion Slipping From Your Hand 
Did your heart pivot with mine  

The day we did nothing together; 

The morning you washed, cut my hair––  

 More precisely, in that moment  

 When your scissors slipped from your grasp, 

 Your Delilah becoming Damocles,  

 Falling swordlike past my face. 

Your hand rushing to intercept danger,  

Inches before landing in my lap, and you  

Laughing to cover some deep feeling, whispered 

The thought we might have injured, cancelled 

That which you shyly called, my manhood. 

Taking us instantly to ambiguity  

With your one word, one thought,  

The awkward hint at forbidden passion, sad regret. 

Where was your spirit in those bonded days, 

Had your heart slipped, before your hand? 

Did you hold breath in that uncertain moment  

Waiting, watching for some desired response, 

Some thawing of emotion, melting of restraint, 

Your steady gaze studying my eyes as I failed you, 

Frozen in the tension between our  

Immense, illicit desire, uncertainty, and fear? 

All I now remember–– 

 biting back the imagination of you  

 constraining an urgent impulse  

 to trace your thoughts to their source, 

 to understand the moment, you, us–– 

In that momentous silence I whispered to my mind 

 open your hand again,  

 let everything slip, fall as it will 

      we’ll brave the risk . . .  

 let’s play this free together!



Exposure 
The patio bench on which you once posed–– 

 erotically to indulge my artistic inclinations 

 or, was it the other way about–– 

Is gone, spent, eroded like lust 

By common familiarity and the 

Lapsing of too much time. 

Replaced with something new, we say 

More stable, durable, permanent even, 

On which we sit in the shade considering 

The remains of one day 

And the prospects for another 

Wondering what passions will drive 

Us through it now.



Learning to be Surprised 
Before I met you I knew some historian 

who observed that the prairie changes  

more over time than over distance. So he said,  

if its variety you treasure, you best stand still. 

I didn’t much absorb his point, 

not being prairie raised or patient, until 

I met you––who were, and are. 

Ignoring our past, we came 

into, absorbed with, the present,  

presuming upon an obscure future. 

With what awful confidence and utter self regard 

we pledged undying love beyond our vision 

with no more idea how you would behave 

than how I would appear once 

time and temptation had worked over 

and tumbled us like logs adrift 

in the tide and surf of our time. 

But we took hands, strolled among the 

trees, the birds, the stars, the friends 

of those days, and leapt together 

as if it were the most natural thing to do 

or maybe we expected to fly, 

ignoring any prospect of turbulence. 

  
Well, here’s the thing: it’s been quite a flight, eh? 

Whatever we imagined, felt, said then 

was seriously inadequate to describe the years 

it took us to reach now, to know now, and 

to discover how to be so implausibly different 

then we guessed when we began this adventure. 

Suppose we had imagined then all the passions 

dark and light we would know––  

 would we have been so cheerful,  

 swift, in swearing that I do?  

Perhaps not.



 
Maybe we caught a glimpse of promises to be discovered–– 
 that I didn’t really like Black Forest cake, so much as the idea of it,  
 and would anyway be happier eating a handful of cherries  
 fresh off the tree out of my hat while driving with you down Napa under an open sky; 

 that there would be unending revelations of life before you;  
 and even more about the future with you:  
 how you would want to paint and sing and see old cars and monster trucks;  
 and what your bucket list tells about you still; 

 that it would take a conversation of decades  
 for us to learn how to converse, but anyway  
 we would both keep it going, even if only to be right, rather than sulk in silence; 

 that it would be so startlingly easier to walk straight with you beside me; 
 that the house would always be astonishingly empty when you’re away. 

Do you suppose that what’s she was going on about with all that grow old with me? 

What have we learned, except to be surprised and take it gently in its turn. 

Still, we don’t know more than that, and love. 

Which tells me it is better to stand still with you, awaiting the next great thing coming.



Cool Sheets in the Morning Light 
The sheets are cool, sweet 

In the empty spaces 

Where you once slept. 

Touching the hollows at 5 AM 

I am conflicted–– 

 Their soothing comfort; 

 And still, the vacancy of you.



Shame and Scandal 
Take a break and relax 

Let’s rummage with shame no more in memory’s attic 

Does anyone truly care what happened 

One summer day in ’66, one winter night in ’72 

When half the world here now wasn’t there? 

Why denounce ourselves with anachronism? 

Nostalgic recollections deceive while 

Fragments of biased emotion haunt us 

With imagined judgments from those 

Who never lived our consequences. 

The earth belongs in usufruct to the living 

Only the dead are unaware of now.

About this–– 

Thomas Jefferson declared that the earth belongs in 
usufruct to the living. Usufruct is an old civil law term, 
combining the right to enjoy the fruit of the inheritance, 
with the obligation to pass the legacy itself undiminished 
to the next generation.



 

About the photo–– 

Veterans Memorial Bridge crossing the Susquehanna River between Wrightsville and Columbia, Pennsylvania  
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Fireworks by the Sea 
And no one spoke a word  

Watching the flaming spectacle 

Hearing the cacophonous insult to music 

Observing its discordant choreography 

Away from the madding crowds 

Across the water. 

Perched on the edge, an enclave 

Choir of small talk harmony 

Jaded by life's perennial display 

Faded, worn by its truths 

Fragile, as if ill at ease might snap our souls. 

The tenuous host, ambiguous partner 

The men not dancing, women lost to beats 

The grieving husband celebrating life 

Content to hush, fall quietly to silence 

With the dying of the light 

As the ripe moon rose  

orange from the sea.



Winning the Log Game 

L e a d i n g  t o  F o r t u n e

You balanced so easily that last day 

Playing the log game without saying a word 

While I took photos for the remembrance 

Of all the times you invented rules for us 

To keep our balance the length 

Of a tree and another and another 

When you said in your insistent manner 

And small child's voice 

That I was to hold your hand 

But wasn't to step on the sand 

But you could whenever you had to  

If it was only one foot at a time 

As we kept our balance the length 

Of a beach and another and another 

And you said in your confident manner 

And doubtless voice  

That I was to lift you across 

When the gap where one tree ends 

And another doesn't start 

Was too long for you to reach 

But I could reach across for you 

By stretching, standing  

On one leg, one log 

As we kept our balance the length 

Of a day and another and another.



 
While you said in your assured manner 

And growing voice 

That I was to watch and follow you 

Now and copy every move in your 

Choreography or it would be  

As if I had stepped onto the  

Forbidden sand and your whole point 

Was to see if you could dislodge, undo me 

As we kept our balance the length 

Of a year and another and another 

Until we reached as far west as time  

Would take us to that last long beach 

With all the logs in the world piled to the trees 

When you said in your detached manner  

And silent voice  

That you would do this alone,  

Feigning indifference equally towards  

My photos and our memories  

As we found our balance the length 

Of a life and another and another~~.





Old Homestead Confession 
You see me now grey bent and overwhelmed 

on my weeded land, wracked by years 

spent leaning from the affronting wind and days 

straining toward time against 

their long rusted hopes, decaying memories 

soft in the hollow spaces between 

the faded echoes of forgotten voices 

My decline opposed only by the anchor 

of their old stone hearth

About the photo–– 
Abandoned farmhouse at sunset beside the Trans Canada Highway at Parkbeg, Saskatchewan, 2017



Civilization 
Clear water flows this morning, as usual 

As I assumed it would this morning, as usual. 

Reached for it without a passing thought  

For the filters, pumps and pipes 

Hidden below the streets and in the forests 

Or the unseen fabric of systems, men working 

Keeping it clean working 

Keeping it clean flowing, healthy 

Keeping it clean, cool 

Keeping me cool, healthy. 

The flow and fabric of our days, free 

Spontaneous, natural, we assume, as usual. 

It isn't



Intimidation 
Sandton: capital of southern African capital 

Home of western consuls, logos, values 

Constant razing, raising the competing towers 

Of the one percent, growth measured in Rand 

A lego-ed landscape of tearing down, building up, 

Removing ancient landmarks, stripping familiarity 

Intimidating with power of its unknowns, 'til 

Fear drives the traveller to conform. 

Sandton pushes upward to the sky. 

Across the way, Alex; across the land 

the same, capitals of the lubricating labour 

Home of refugees from the homelands 

From a failing, broken, corrupted order 

Constant packed in packing shacks 

Growth measured in bawling lives 

A lego-ed landscape of adding on,  

Squeezing in, filling up, pushing out 

Intimidating with the power of its unknowns, 'til 

Fear drives the traveller to confess. 

Kyalitsha sprawls downward to the sea.

About this–– 

While travelling in South Africa I am intimidated in the glitzy business centre of Sandton, where I never seem to get 
oriented, because the landmark buildings are so transient, I never develop a mental map.  

And how the similarity of my feelings is paradoxical, given the dissimilarity of the communities, and the lives lived in them. 

And how much they typify the country, 20 years on, with its still shocking inequality, the yawning gap. And how that is 
echoed in the contrasting patterns of growth.





JFK Swam Here 
In the western Solomons, 75 years ago. 

It's his centenary now, gone longer than he was 

Hard as it is to imagine grey on those who never aged 

We mark how long a person has been past 

Compare it to the length, import of their life 

Against the measure of our own. 

Yet never pause to reckon 

The awe of ages spent 

The times we were not 

Before we were. 

Lacking awareness of before, 

We scorn as ancient all days before our own 

We think, imagine only our tomorrows 

Days which have always been, 'til 

We insist they can not ever cease. 

So we hallow our tomorrows, call it eternity. 

Curious we have so strong a need to see life 

Everlasting in only one direction

About the photo–– 
Sunset over Kennedy Island, Western Province, Solomon Islands 

Kennedy Island (the pudding shape towards the right of the horizon) was named for JFK after he became US President. 

During the Second World War, he led his crew to the island for safety after their patrol boat was destroyed in combat.



Craigdarrich Castle 
The Morning Room 

A century after the family fortunes expired 

Where they greeted each day, it's opportunities  

made their choices, accepted the consequences 

Silent now, except for the relentless ticking of the mantle clock. 

This mountain of stone, these acres of oak,  

all the refinements of their modernity 

The grace, style, position and power accumulated 

Cannot prevent life, defer decay, 

resist the glaciation of that slow, patient,  

ticking clock.



The Closing 
The house is selling into a buyers’ market, 

While policy's thumb weighs heavily 

In favour of depression and despair. 

A wannabe owner makes insulting noises 

Imagines his the only interest at play 

Offers far below replacement cost. 

Is he looking for a home, or a profit? 

He reckons without understanding 

The present owner is his second bidder,  

Playing a hand he hasn’t recognized 

On a table whose stakes are all emotion 

Value being more personal than economic. 

A deal, like courtship, consummates only  

When desire matches, kisses desire.





Golden We Were 
A Republic, madam, he said, if you can keep it . . . 

And America sang with open mouths 

Their chordal melodies of varied carols 

An anthem harmony transcending all details 

Forging a nation of ideals. 

A Grand Republic of common humanity  

Bound only by shared goals––  

 Life, Liberty, Pursuit of Happiness 

Imagined it would be free, virtuous 

Reach across the divide 

Compete to perfection in brotherly affection  

Foreswear all distinctions of past 

Treasure, blood, skin, thought or faith. 

When nothing is meaningful 

Everything, Everyone, is meaningless 

A price too dear to bear 

The fear of which impelled some urgencies 

Demands an other to find value in ourselves 

Licences us to vilify as anchor to our signalled virtue 

Seduces us to hostility to prove our being, human. 

A nation, once defined and bound only by ideas 

now unbinds, divided only by ideals.

About this–– 

The Title is borrowed from Soft Targets, by American Poet 
Deborah Landau. 

Benjamin Franklin delivered the quote in the opening line, to a 
Philadelphia citizen who asked what sort of government was 
proposed for the United States in 1787.

About the photo–– 

The building at the end of the lane is Carpenters Hall, Philadelphia. Conferences leading to the Declaration of Independence in 
1776, and the US Constitution in 1787, were held there and at nearby Independence Hall.



 

About the photo–– 

Northbound on US Highway 278 at the exit to Alligator, Mississippi
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The Senate 
Outback, where the town is small or old enough  

There is a Senate convening once a day  

Or weekly somewhere in a diner or cafe  

At counter seats or tables drawn together  

As randomly democratic as the members. 

Grey heads in baseball caps presiding over  

Men walking stooped and slow  

Sitting silent in each other’s presence  

Or softly hearing the freshest news  

Considering the consequential truths  

Digesting the daily moments, muffins  

washed down with dishwater coffee.  

Citizens in the Republic of the Ordinary  

Finding community, some back row dignity 

Sharing wonderment and wisdom  

Health doubts and home discourses  

To the echo of Billy Joel and CCR   

Crooning softly in the air. 





Poor Boys and Pilgrims 
Time goes by so slowly..... 

Eat your fried peanut butter corn dogs  

Washed down with opioids and beer;  

Youth, like an avocado kitchen, is everlasting  

The weight of years hold no decay;  

There’s no disgrace at Graceland.  

Life is too short....  

For cars that bore and toys that fail  

Pull out your weapon, shoot the screen  

the car, the moon; Dress for excess,   

Spin and croon, I am style, I am grace;  

We never age at Graceland.  

The wardens throw a party in the morning light  

The good folks trooping by want it all just bright  

They tell you’all the mem’ries, tall tales and such  

The final word out here is, time can do so much . . .  

Eternal flame, eternal life, you’re always on my mind  

‘Cause no one ever really dies at Graceland. 

About the photo–– 
Poor boys and Pilgrims queue to pay their respects at the Presley family burial site and eternal flame at Graceland, in 
suburban Memphis, Tennessee.



Memorials 
Out discovering America in June, wearing 

The humid weight of a sultry Texas Sunday   

Wearing the humble guilt of the flying dragon   

Flaying impaled on my wiper blade  

Noting the feasting birds, the unlucky   

Roadkill, the skunk, the turtle, the deer,    

And all the newly minted adults  

Spirited away some awful evening  

Now marked with crosses, flowers, toys and Teddy’s . . .  

Is there, invisible to us, somewhere   

in the grassy knolls along the verge  

A little dragon memorial recalling the heroic   

Beings spent across the killing field of my grill? 



Sovereign Nations 
Scattered across a spectrum of sovereignty  

Crusoe to one extreme, one worlders on the other,  

Somewhere, we locate our personal comfort zone  

Defining as evil those to our left  

Deplorable all who fall away to our right.  

The only variable among us is   

How much we are prepared, willing  

To grant commonality its triumph over difference.  

All the rest is myopia, icon and passion,  

The last refuge of scoundrels  

Eternal fuels of hatred, violence and war.



Vegan Apocalypse 
Turn down your hearing aids  
For any hope to hear 
Below the wall to wall noise 
Imagined entertainment 
The wide screens, slot machines 
Slipping in through narrow window slats 
Indoors pretending to be out. 

Desperate faces pretending happiness 
Out in the flushing meadows of the floor 
Pit stops on the race to waste 
Hoovering wealth, producing misery 
What huge ruin lies in the desert  
Of the lost republic. 

Distracted from orange juice, coffee 
Two bored blondes peer into Apples 
No affect mars glazed eyes 
Feeding only on bytes 

A swaying glass eyed dude 
Cannot find his feet, caught 
In the vice grip of his dream 
Impossibly slim legs, slender skirt 
Baited breasts, fingers locked 
On her prey, taking him to the cleaner. 

A family down the row of booths 
Young children lost in handhelds  
Young parents lost their held hands 
Wondering why they breakfast in a diner 
Lost inside this corner of deception. 

Lost in this Pinnochian paradise 
This Vegan apocalypse 
This, year six of 
Barack Obama's America. 

About the title–– 
If a resident of Texas is a Texan, doesn’t it follow that a resident of Vegas is a Vegan?





Dawn at Palos 3.14.93 
Pledged from the dock this half year gone,   

6 months, 8 days without a card, call, text or tweet;  

Disappeared and unheard of no one knew where  

Fallen off the edge of dead reckoning;  

Suffering the beginning of forgetfulness  

Sudden, unexpected, unheralded, mysterious––  

     Rebirth, resurrection, new life, new world....   

Imagine the last innocent sunrise   

The morning of his return to Spain  

That cargo of world-changing knowledge  

Secreted away, secured in the minds  

Of his crew arriving back into a blind  

World, unprepared for their news 

Pregnant with an unimaginable future.  

What frisson was there, deep in the sailors’ souls  

Weighing the unbearable energy of history’s pivot––  

 Were they bursting with desire to reveal,  

 Jealous to secure the wealth of their knowing, 

 Or just weary, welcoming home  

 Assuming it would be unchanged by the time, 

 By all they had done, had learned,  

 would share by sunset. 

The first fruit of the fated tree of knowledge. 

The magic of an other was known, the turn shown––  

 First in the new world,  
  unready for the implications;  
 Second in the old,  
  insensible of the prestige.

About this–– 
Columbus sailed from, and returned to, the port of Palos over the fall and winter of 1492/93, a journey that permanently re-
united the mutually unaware branches of the human race, after a 20,000 year separation. 

This poem’s structure references the three stages of a magician’s illusion: the Pledge, the Turn and the Prestige.



Deja Vu All Over Again 
Sometimes, the guys shooting up the town  

Are mentally ill  

Sometimes, the guys with their guns  

Are politically extreme. 

Guns Guns Guns,  

Are all the same, like their owners 

We ought to intervene. 

  

Call political extremity an illness   

Take away the guns, the rights  

From the politically incorrect  

Who are all so obviously mentally ill.



Noosa Noosa Heads to War 
Another day, hours 

Wasted, wandering, wading 

Through muddied potholes  

of stagnant words. 

Millions of words. Intense, 

Impassioned words falling 

Off the tongue, the table 

Flowing in a drift  

Disordered and awry. 

Heaped words, filling the room 

Bouncing from the walls 

Boiling the air, roiling the mind 

Sticking like mildew to the fabric 

Of our thoughts 

Clamming the pores,  

Scumming the desk 

Itching the soul.  

Echoes of too many visions,  

So little discipline to focus 

The mind, build tomorrow 

With strength, endurance, grace. 

Process reflecting purpose 

Words are tools of hunger 

In the service of wishful need 

Implements of war, greed 

Words as drumbeats of demand 

Brutalize, desensitize, euthanize 

A tsunami of words,  

drowning the mind. 

A pool of deep distrust overflows 

A stream of judgement, invective 

A waterfall of words.



 
Harshness lies heavy in the humid words 

Condensing, dripping from the glass 

Obscuring the world with intolerance 

Judgement lurks in the clouded words. 

Polity reflects environment––  

 littered intersections of wasted words 

 wet weedy outer fields of minor words 

 deep swamps of subtle, nuanced words 

 waves of argument crash endless as surf.  

Strained words, yet no gentle rain 

Falls here from heaven's mercy. 

Thundering cascades of words 

Desperate for a lightning flash of genius.

About this–– 

Written during the 2017 Solomon Islands Constitution debates, this is a reflection on the parallels between the social 
environment inside, and the climatic environment outside, the conference room. 

Noosa Noosa is the Sea God of the Solomons, who travels from island to island, indicating his purpose as peace or war by 
use of iconic carvings.



 



Fulton @ 14th 
You cruise smoothly, without a care 

Up and into the highway curve whose destination 

You can’t see, telling yourself 

It must be OK, it always has been, will be. 

And it is. 

Later, a block or two from the end of your day,  

A guy ignores all prudence 

much less rules, hurtles into 

your face, your way. 

How it ends depends on you. 

We sail along, imagining life 

is the smooth, care-free curve 

when really it is some crossroad  

near home in an unguarded moment.





Sifting the Ashes 
Our Lady, why do we weep, for what do we mourn 

At this rug-pulled-out-from-the-feet moment? 

Is it the lost reliquary of the faith artfully, ritually,  

sorting souls in the intricate style imagined,  

immortalized as we enter? 

Or the earthly art, the bells, rose windows,  

magnificent music the alter of lost beauty 

In so many media, subjects, forms? 

Is it more the astonishing audacity 

This iconic achievement of human spirit 

The monumental artistry, light, air, space 

Drawn in floating glass, crafted in flying stone. 

A timeless story sketched in architecture’s liberty 

A cultural endurance out of history, into our time, 

Profound reminder of our mortality.... 

The improbability of resurrection, re-creation? 

Is it again the shock of our humanity––  

 Powerless as our first tool of civilization  

 Destroys our civilization’s finest achievements; 

 The end of hubris,  

 Traumatic collapse of certainty?  

Impermanence, like super heated plasma,  

Slapping us in the face, melting away  

Our presumed foreverness. 

Exposing to the highest our truth.  

We are reduced to ashes 

Our raw vulnerability commanding only––  

 The substance of things hoped for,  

 Some evidence of things not seen.





Resting on Morovo Lagoon 
Oceans of silence calm the mind,  

The day, humid heavy as the air, 

Lightened by the cadence of bird calls, 

chipper songs lost among the canopy   

Or in a moment disturbed by the quiet 

Puttering of a fish boat sidling away 

Its change of heart and muffled calls 

Jetty to shore as sound waves 

Flatten out smooth as surface water 

Out on the edge sunlight  

diamonds the rippling current 

Light waves breaking to a pastel palette 

White greyness of cumulus  

answering the soft jade sea 

Pockets of shadowed reflection  

Where land, sand agree  

To shade some silent swimmers 

There is a constancy when waves subside 

Time stills with the calm, the quiet 

Forgets the day and hour 

Passages are marked and measured  

Now by nuanced waves of light 

Gently impressing the urgency 

To learn, to see, different.



 

About the photo–– 

Contemplation of Justice, at the west entrance to the United States Supreme Court, Washington DC
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Climate Change at Ararat 
I never thought to ask 

When hearing Noah’s story 

Distracted as I was–– 

 By the judgement and condemnation 

 By the threats and the fear 

 By the challenge of cubits and living logistics 

 By the selective paired salvation 

 In impossibly cramped quarters 

 Waiting for the run off to dry land 

Dazzled at last by the rainbow’s light and promise.... 

I should have thought to ask about the water–– 

 Where did it all come from, enough to cover the earth? 

 And, having covered all, how could it run off; to go where?



La Nina at Las Llamas 
A Peruvean town on the Pacific 

Eroding sand dunes revealed remains 

Dozens of Llamas and hundreds of children 

Found in an ancient mud bank 

Children brought from south, Llamas from North 

Ritually slaughtered, hearts ripped out 600 years ago 

Children buried facing west, Llamas facing east. 

Yet another generation sacrificed  

To propitiate the gods of climate change.

About this–– 
Victims of a desperate event, more than 140 children and 
over 200 llamas were part of the sacrificial killing on the 
north coast of Peru around A.D. 1450. 

The National Geographic report of this discovery is at: 

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/news/2018/04/mass-
child-human-animal-sacrifice-peru-chimu-science/



Not that I Think Them Ignorant 
The public system that schooled us 

Me, and all the other voters 

Is to blame, fails miserably. 

How else to explain 

The deplorable 

Outcomes of elections 

Giving voice, power 

To those I Democratically despise. 

Not that I think the unwoke ignorant 

Or anything . . . 

But it would be in their interest 

To elect their betters, those who would 

Tax more, place more power 

In the hands of the educated, 

The educators  

Skilled in failing miserably.

About this–– 

A lunch hour conversation with a Democratic political 
consultant in New Orleans, who explained the recent 
rapid conversion of her state from Democratic to 
Republican majorities to be a result of America’s failing 
public education system, then added the confession I 
took as my title, “Not that I think them ignorant or 
anything . . .” .  

The words are mostly hers; the poetry of them, mine.



Post Modern Tolerance 
We are the antifa,  

          banning all disagreeable voices; 

We are the liberal minds,  

          closed to challenging ideas; 

We are the inclusive souls,  

          insulated from, excluding, all we deplore; 

We are the open spirits,  

          refusing to hear any other; 

We are the rational,  

          disciples of pop opinion; 

We are the inquiring,  

          apostles of ‘settled science’; 

We are the adults,  

          raging at all that triggers our offence; 

We are the transparent,  

          evading, silencing all who question; 

We are the warriors for justice,  

          merciless to those we abhor; 

We are the rulers,  

          privileged by self-virtue, claimed victimhood; 

We are the woke,  

          asleep to our hypocrisies; 

We are the tolerant,  

          sworn enemies of all who see our naked truth.

About this–– 

In 1947, the founding meeting of the Mont Pelerin Society called for intellectual freedom in the postwar world, noting that 
“freedom of thought and expression is threatened by the spread of creeds which, claiming the privilege of tolerance when they are 
in the minority, seek only to establish a position of power from which they can suppress and obliterate all views but their own”. 

Sadly, three-quarters of a century later, those words remain wholly apt, particularly for many people who imagine themselves to be 
tolerant and virtuous.



Millennial Irony 
The Doctor’s office urges me  

 to be on time for my appointment.  

The bank phones me, and then asks me  

 to give privileged information, so they can 

 verify who I am.  

A plain clothes police officer asks why a citizen  

 did not recognize and respond appropriately  

 to him as an officer.  

The open borders advocates banish Columbus  

 from public view.  

The social justice warriors attack  

 an identity group of students.   

Free expression advocates define and condemn 

 thought, hat and face crimes.  

The media defenders of free speech fault their 

  readers for speaking truth to them. 

An American politician advocating single payor 

 universal medicare defends a Canadian family’s 

 choice to emigrate to the US for better health 

 care access.  

The House Speaker refuses the President access to 

 the chamber, because “he is being petty”.  

Defenders of sanctuary from immigration laws argue 

 for the rule of law. 

A member of Congress proposes a radical new 

 economy for the future because, she says,  

 the world will end in 12 years. 

People take to the unpaid economy of social media 

 to condemn the unpaid economy of Apple’s 

 Made on an iPhone photo contest.  

Perhaps we are so busy talking we cannot think.



Trumping Hamilton 
Today, the lamed old leader partied, medaled   

all his celebrated friends and causes. 

______________ 

There will be a new leader just now, his visage  

familiar round the world, and hair grotesque, 

Calling to my mind the young boy's test 

For candidates: Is that a Mount Rushmore face? 

The colours, complexion, aggrandized claims 

Appear more suited to the canyon, 

Grand as his ego, at sunset when the orange 

Glare masks his–– 

 though he might fancy it too small a canvas. 

Embarrassed by optimistic grandeur 

We disincline to mountains, stone 

For monumental memories now 

Preferring to mark leaders past 

In the present dysfunction of our airports, roads 

And centres for spying out our fears. 

While story tellers insist the homeland is 

Inadequate for spirit, ethos, remembrance 

Too far, too empty, too peopled with 

Clinging flyover folk, best disregarded 

Amid the disarray now in the time 

of the Republic Of their Betters.



 
Myths are created in the Empire of the Arts 

Icons honoured for the correctness of their thoughts 

Proclaim then the Commonwealth of Celebrity 

Bemedal and sanctify the favoured righteous few, 

Contrive a minority discordant score 

To lyricize the first apostle of the state 

Limit, exclude the mass deplorable, 

Reassure the good and great  

Retain their faith, their rightful place. 

And whistle passing Trinity's old yard 

As the Trump sounds, announces 

The Burr-ing of Hamilton's Republic.

About this–– 

Obama gave the Medal of Freedom to Ellen Degeneris for 
her "bravery" in making a wealthy celebrity of herself by 
talking publicly about her private sexuality. And while he was 
at it, gave the same medal to a pot pouri of America's 
equally wealthy and politically correct celebrities. 

Meanwhile, I was having a discussion in 2016 about whether 
Donald Trump looks presidential, and I recalled my son's 
long ago test for candidates: Is that a Mount Rushmore 
Face? 

And I thought how America is mostly now embarrassed by 
Mt R., preferring to honour their great in symbols closer to 
their lives and concerns: JFK airport, the Eisenhower and 
Reagan Highways, the Bush CIA Centre for Intelligence. 

And how Obamaism has elevated the celebrity class, and a 
few favoured minorities, to become the new nobility of the 
society. A trend illustrated in the grossly expensive and 
highly exclusive Broadway play Hamilton, which employs 
celebrated minority culture (rap and hip hop) to tell the story 
of one of the greatest of the founders of the Republic, 
Alexander Hamilton, who was murdered by then Vice 
President Aaron Burr, and is buried in Trinity Churchyard in 
Manhattan. 

And how these trends and their consequences explain in part 
the political cataclysm of November 8, 2016.



Driving Dixie Down 
Lee Circle has but a truncated stump 

From which the harsh judgment 

Of political correctness has effaced 

The great offence of a patriot whose mortal sin 

Was to defend those who saw, thought different. 

Caught once more in a campaign 

Relentless as the March, ruthless 

Destruction of a way of life, 

A social order. 

The indictment not of him,  

but a revised history, never heard 'til now,  

that he was later raised in tribute  

to a cause he never owned. 

No accident those preferring the indictment 

oppose his honest cause, the federated ideal  

of states united, promote instead  

The definite article of national conformity  

In a unitary state. 

And fitting to the times their prosecution  

The case signals their virtue,  

Masking the values of their project,  

Perhaps most from themselves. 

And once again, the General is displaced 

Homeless. His place an overflowing grave,  

Monument to his victors' ambitions.



What Happens in Christ’s Church 
Loud rang the horror 

Again and again within the walls 

Violation percussive and personal 

Peaceful prayers punctured 

The intrusion of hate, evil granted free will 

The privacy of faith expropriated 

Stolen souls exploited as weapons 

Of ideology and politics. 

Loud rings the horror 

Again and again across the world 

The violation percussive and public 

Private, prayerful care belittled 

The intrusion of vanity granted free reign 

The privacy of loss expropriated 

Stolen lives exploited as weapons 

Of politics and ideology. 

 Render to Caesar . . . .

About this–– 

In November 2008, Rahm Emmanual, advisor to then 
President-elect Obama, said:  

“You never want a serious crisis to go to waste. … This 
crisis provides the opportunity for us to do things that 
you could not before.” 

Those words came back to me in March 2019, as I 
observed political leaders around the world rush to 
exploit the public shock following the horror at the 
mosque in Christchurch.  

Leaving me wondering whether the murders, or the 
reaction, was the greater evil.



Franklin and Marshall 
Poor Richard and Marbury 

Diplomacy, Discipline 

The power of restraint, and the restraint of power; 

The necessity of virtue, and the virtue of necessity; 

The passions of experiment, observation, logic,  

reason, reflection, and decision. 

The light and the law: 

Our founding dialectic, defining 

The tensions of a great republic, 

Key to finding equilibrium  

on the vast canvas of democracy.

About this–– 

Written for a friend at Franklin and Marshall College, 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania  

Josiah Quincy, a Massachusetts patriot in 1775, said:"It is 
much easier to restrain liberty from running into 
licentiousness than power from swelling into tyranny and 
oppression.” 

The point of a liberal arts education is to equip each 
student to find their balance on both of the competing 
axis of liberty and power.  

We could not endure life in a world of unrestrained 
power; We cannot cohabit in a society of unlimited 
liberty.  

Governed only by passion, we become unruly—a mob; 
ruled only by power, we become judgmental and 
oppressive. 

Franklin represents the world of passion, inquiry, restraint 
of liberty by the rule of personal virtue. Marshall, the 
world of reason, logic, restraint of power by the rule of 
law. Together, they form the essential synthesis, the 
dialectic that allows each of us to find equilibrium. 



The Graduate 
One word . . .Plastics 

It’s all the vogue and rage this year  
To oppose what are called Single Use plastics.  

What shall we wall in, and wall out?  

All things used once, but for a long time–– 
 Our carbon fibre toys? 
 The batteries in our electric cars? The insulated wiring that charges them? 
 Our plumbing? wiring, washers, insulators, house wrap?  
 The synthetic fibres in our luxury sports wear?   

No? Then perhaps all things used once, briefly–– 
 Plastic corks in our wine bottles?  
 Safety stoppers? Syringes? 
  Medical exam gloves? Condoms? 
  
No?  What then do we proscribe?  

Isn’t it a seductive ruse––banning whatever offends some shibboleth? 
Denouncing things used by the common, the vulgar, the deplorable,  
Those whose very existence offends some  
Plastic preciousness of their betters.



 

About the photo–– 

Sunburst over the Georgia Strait, west of Vancouver.
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Morning Brew 

Virtue Signals 

Republic of the Ordinary  

Farewell to Haight 

War in the Rosebowl 

Killjoy Was Here 

Singing no More 

Lost Republic



Morning Brew 
Wake up and smell the coffee 

The aroma the only constant connecting 

This morning with the distant planet 

Of our past when taste and flavour 

Goodness to the last drop 

Were its promised experience,  

Signs of its virtue. 

Fill the hopper with new beans 

From the pouch inked green 

Its promotions fit for modern palates 

Promises of source and equity 

Signals calming our guilt 

Assuring the ethic of indulgence 

Signs of our virtue



Virtue Signals 
Today we choose our coffee, as our cars 

Less for what they do than for  

The virtue, righteousness they signal. 

The great divide now lies between 

Those called good, who pander to virtue 

And those decried as evil, for their refusal to do so. 

We select as leaders those who best follow 

Who are consummate signallers 

To the shibboleths of our time 

Rejecting those who speak truths, 

Truths we prefer not to know 

Who itch us to the urgency of thought 

Quailing in the face of perma grievance 

We speak, seek always to appease 

The agents of our de-legitimacy 

Associated in some shaded light of sin or error 

We rush to wear the mantle of deep guilt 

As proof of our enlightened wokeness 

Acquiesing to the identity-ism of our accusers, 

Who paint their prejudice as unbiased virtue, 

We denounce as privilege all grace and blessing 

Our core virtue is self-abasement, 

Fiercely pleading our fundamental worth 

By feckless announcement of its opposite. 

Then wonder at our anger, confusion and despair.



Republic of the Ordinary 
Imagine if you can   

A Rockwell poem, or a Frostian portrait  

Drawn in familiar lines and grace  

Across the canvas of our days  

Probing some quotidian setting, subject  

For insight, meaning, understanding  

Rooted in the back row dignity 

Of the Republic of the Ordinary. 

About the photos–– 
Public art wall mural reproductions of Norman 
Rockwell’s Four Freedom series. 

Silverton, Oregon, 2013



Farewell to Haight 
If nothing else, you had to smile at the irony 

Appreciate the timing 

Fifty years to the day after Haight Ashbury 

Half a century of illusion, how we could 

Have the apple and the garden both 

Slice away the Gordian knots 

The repressed feelings, conformity,  

The bourgeois puritanism 

End all clinging to religious rules 

Be free people, making 

Love, not War. 

Liberty slides the scale from virtue to licence 

As power corrupts, inculcates impunity 

Woking to discover how power 

Could be exploited for sex 

Sex for gain, a transaction 

Offending, devaluing the coin of both 

It came to be time to make war on lust 

Time for #MeToo, 

For Scarlet Letters Redux.



War in the Rosebowl 
A nation in slow decline, deep denial, coming apart  

Each cousin contesting legitimacy of the other  

Challenging constitutional norms  

Unaware it is more than sport,   

Lusting to sack the QB,  

Willing itself to unfurl the banner,   

impose an arc of justice  

give no quarter and rush into   

The winter of its discontent.  



Killjoy Was Here 
Where are you now, Jim Aldridge 
Always with a ready loon for a fresh lawyer joke 
Your belly laughter stripping  
 the veneer from wigs and robes. 

Where are you now, with a good goat doing that, 
The perfect staging, set up, prestige punchline 
Piercing our pomposity, pretentious self-regard. 

Where are you now,  
 with that twinkled eye comeback 
A laugh pulled from your deep  
 bank of comic insight 
Of catfish, and bottom feeding scum suckers. 

We never took much money off you, 
But had a good time trying all the same; 
Understood that truths revealed in jest enrich us all. 

Where were you, Jim, when Jeremiah woked, 
Launched a coup, stole humour away 
To the dour pulpits of sour correctness, where 
 Laughter turned bilious, brittle;  
 merriment dried, then died,  
Withering wit has surrendered  
 to insult, invective, while 
Joyous display is displaced  
 by virtue signals. 
Nothing must be funny now, out here on the edge 
Clinging fearfully on the precipice  
Of our first world preciousness.

About this–– 

Jim Aldridge QC, a sometime professional colleague, offered a 
Canadian dollar (a Loonie) to anyone who would tell him a 
lawyer joke he had not previously heard. But now, in a reborn 
Puritanical age, jokes seem to be out of fashion, and what 
passes for humour, mostly isn’t.  Apparently, life no longer has 
anything to teach from a laugh.  

Humour is aborted for fear of triggering offence: new jokes are 
unborn, and old ones kept hidden away in the attic of our minds, 
like an embarrassing old uncle, whose values no longer pass our 
polite social smell test.  And we are all the poorer for it.



Singing No More 
I hear America raging, across the gridiron of opinion--- 

 Friends, faces in a book written by emotion,  
  rage on cue for any hashing tag, each passing fad; 

 Students, fearful of life's awful truths,  
  rage against all triggering passions; 

 Professors, scientists join in  
  rage against disquieting voices, contradiction; 

 Athletes, offended by some unfair play,  

  rage in a patriotic faux; 

 The weak, the meek, and all who seek some unearned right, 
   rage against all power; 

 Commanders of the culture mock, deplore,  
  rage against the clinging mass; 

 Talking heads, minds closed and vision squinted, blindly 
   rage their funhouse-mirrored views; 

 Politicians, grieved by all restraints, their own impotence, 
   rage against the limits of defining law—

Each raging what offends  
 to him or her and to none else 

All raging with closed fists  
 their fears their deep frustrations. 

All claiming just cause and virtue 

Each demanding to compose,  
 impose, a peaceful mono-tune 

Until the anthem music,  

 grown discordant, dies.

About this–– 

In 1860, Walt Whitman celebrated the harmony of 
a confident republic with his poem, I Hear 
America Singing. 

This poem, which follows his structure, laments 
the displacement of harmony by anger, and song 
by rage. 





Lost Republic 
This All-American farm house 

Spartan, modest, practical 

Yet showing tasteful flourishes, carved pillars 

Detailed bay windows 

Ambition restrained by reality 

Republican truth trimmed with affecting accents 

Design at the intersection of desire and prudence 

Wasting in the passing time 

It’s balance out of favour  

In this decaying age.

About this–– 

Inspired by a photo of a decaying midwest farm house, 
posted to Instagram by Diana Dowhower at–– 

 https://instagram.com/p/BcUoJ_6n6c-/

https://instagram.com/p/BcUoJ_6n6c-/
https://instagram.com/p/BcUoJ_6n6c-/


 

About the photo–– 

The Milky Way, seen from Artist’s Point, Near Mt. Baker, Washington. September, 2018
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C r o s s i n g  t h e  S o l a r  W i n d s  

Parenthood  

A Lifetime of Forever 

Swinging on the Clock  

Waking on Wednesday, 3 PM 

Photoing the Spirit  

What did you mean by that Clown 

Life: An Ambiguity  

Half a Week Adrift 

Crossing the Solar Winds 

Sinking the Moon 

Finding Home 

Postscript and Last Rites



Parenthood 
How there’s never whispered an apology   

Nor even trite acknowledgement,  

When your late heresy from some proclaimed virtue  

Proves out to be the wiser view  

    ~~~Sorry about ripping you a new one 

     back when I was blinded by the dark 

     forgetting all you taught of  

     reason, hearing dissidents 

 thinking different, tolerance~~~ 

And how we plumb across the generations 

The depths respect will never reach  

As our love-straining history   

Repeats, repeats, repeats.... 



A Lifetime of Forever 
We called him Grandad,   

The grey railwayman with the wounded leg 

Walking slowly with his brass bound cane, his dignity.  

I was but 5 when he was my age today.  

When neither of us knew, and only one imagined,  

He had just 15 years of grandfathering in hand.  

Those crawling years seemed to me a lifetime of forever.  

Only now do I understand how they raced by him, 

A freight on his road, running to the horizon. 





Swinging on the Clock 
You'd have to wonder–– 

 was it fear or freedom on his mind 

When he abandoned his new car on the dealer's lot 

That bright blue morning the ambulance  

Took him for a ride and never returned. 

Shot the chance to close the trade 

And never called to say why or what; 

Just left some poor schmuck Loman 

Swinging on the clock, losing his month. 

Well, that's what we do on our way out. 

Release, betray, forfeit out of hand 

the vital urgencies, phantoms,  

defining tangibles, relativities. 

Calendared hopes, promises, plans 

momentous matters, all scatter like 

Fragments of anachronistic time; 

Pockets of loose ambitions empty, 

Small change tossed into the wind; 

Solemn vows, grander reasonings, 

shed their gravity, fade to inconsequence 

Vaporize in the slight breath of the passage. 

And it doesn't matter what's cooking up for lunch 

Or how to end the last thought . . . 

You have to wonder–– 

 Is it fear, or envy of the freedom 

 Breeds a widow’s weeds, resentment?



Waking on Wednesday, 3 PM 
Well there you were for sure, not going anywhere 

You had all the time in the world, now 

Just lying there, still as a stone in the river 

Never moving while we sat around waking you 

The only sounds the damn clock ticking 

Telling the opening seconds of your eternal, forever nothingness. 

Such cosmic provocation, ripping into veins,  

Tearing at our guts and reason, 

Our tears, trying, proving the living 

Our words failing our shock 

Urgent in our need to salve, protect, 

Do in the face of grave undoing. 

Arrested by your love, to commune,  

embrace your truth, empty out the ocean of our grief 

And wake again.



Photoing the Spirit 
So here we are again 

Sitting in your place, your space 

Searching for a bit of paper 

And if that doesn’t tickle you, then 

I guess you really are dead. Though, 

Last night some dude, friend of yours 

Claimed to be aware of your spirit 

Here, alive in here, inhabiting here. 

Which, if it is true, I must have really 

Pissed you off when I rubbished your 

Dead cookies and candy wrappers and 

Old Costco slips, or when 

I shifted your stuff around to get a better 

Light angle, careless that photoing the place 

Was not your thing and, angles be damned, 

You made your own light, anyway. 

I expect I pulled a four-letter prayer 

From you with all my sighing  

Over your trunk of empty boxes 

Reminding me of Dad, except 

You switched his cheddar for Cuban cigars. 

Well, I wondered—was that your final insurgency 

Against his parochial world? 

Come to think of it, the air in here 

Was blue that day I mused about just how many 

Yellow high liners, scissors, thread, brushes 

One person could really use in a lifetime-- 

Especially a lifetime cut off too soon, 

With so much left to create.



 
I’m still trying to decipher the code of your room. 

The structure seems obvious 

It’s the poetry of the place alarms me. 

What’s with all that crap in the bathroom. 

Oh, Sorry!  But seriously, 

Were you drowning in that bathtub full of whatever? 

Did you know it all in a granular, molecular sense 

Or just the flood of it, pooled there, losing 

Whatever worth it once had?  I hear the drain  

Needs repair, which might explain 

The conversion from ablution to obsession 

From bathing to drowning, cleansing to collecting. 

Round in the closet, all that stuff that 

Never had a chance to come out. 

Closets can be like that.  But what meaning  

Is to be distilled from all those frames? 

Maybe a frame is just a frame  

______________ 

The sun sets still over the coulee 

This fourth Friday you missed 

And will forever. Which is the thing 

About death—it just goes on and on so damn long. 

Anyway, it is actually grey, snowy and cold 

With no sunset to divert me.  

The life spirit, the photo, the story-- 

If there is to be one-- 

Must be inside this room. Or, 

As you always insisted, 

Inside me.





What Did You Mean by That Clown? 
And those mime dancers, the dolls on their bubbie of hand carved stone 

What was the sense of boxes cubed, of one boot and a wired bustiere 

What were you doing with the layered complexity of stamps, brushes, ink, paper, wool, fabric. 

Did you read those books or, like me, hope to absorb them by proximity, 

Sitting on your thinking chair, placed to face  

The sweeping tableau of your expressed imagination. 

In your mind, recollections of father, his failings, 

At your feet that woven basket of altered books, 

Recomposed and crafted, now an offering on art's wide alter 

To the great spirit of free, creative play.



Life: An Ambiguity to Make Us Weep 
Really, this just won’t do–– 

 Silence in the face of such grave undoing. 

You, who had a gracious word for all things inexplicable. 

 Where is your rage? 

 Or, was this your highest ambition, too? 

 One you neither sought nor fought 

 Accepting this as the ultimate meaning of life?   

Life–– 

 Now there’s an ambiguity to make us laugh, and weep! 

Put up your Sanskit, Quron, Torah, Holy books  

Close down your Locke, your Marx, your Burke 

Silence your Kant, Kirkegaard, Spinoza 

Leave Jefferson undisturbed and Lincoln to his rest 

Shut up your Bard, silence all the players of Waterloo



 
Silence if you may, the angels, too 

Put up your testaments,  

speak not of gods and men. 

Some truths are much too hard to know  

Some words too harsh to speak,  

some pain too livid to repent. 

What, have you no answers? 

Then let us answer to you. You, who were  

 Mercury, our winged morning star, 

 Venus, our brilliant evening lode,  

 Polaris, our centre of dead reckoning. 

There! I spoke the dreaded word. 

Dead, reckoning to live again. No–– 

 Still life in death, you said.  

 What life is it that abides alone? 

Gone now to wood 

those fingers, gentle to the touch 

Frozen to plastic lips  

that kissed, tasted water, spoke care 

smiled love into our days. 

The space once occupied with grace is hollow 
now 

The minds now occupied with you are grieved 

Your spirit, gone, occupies us yet. 



Half a Week Adrift 
Your day slips along the week, across the years 

The only change in your stasis, variation for the tears. 

The canvas woof has warped: 

All happenings now, without your 

Thoughts or voice, thread fresh 

Detail, colour, texture to the tapestry 

Evolve a patina slowly unfamiliar to 

Your timeless ambered constancy 

      We lose you more, lose more of you 

Fixed still against life’s chaos 

A reversed cinemagraphic state 

Relevance fades to shaded 

Anachronism gilded with nostalgia,  

Straining memory’s moorings; 

Defining our difference 

      As the day slips across the week. 

How often in our grief we call you to us, yes we would. 

And yet, how seldom do we call to those we could.

About this–– 

Prompted by the realization that my sister's death, which 
happened 3 years ago on a Wednesday, is anniversaried 
this year on Sunday.  

So, a reflection of the slow erosion over time of the 
connectedness that roots in intimate knowledge of one 
another’s truths, experience, our living. 

It is a truth about all deaths, all the separations, forgotten 
friendships, distressed relationships, displaced family. 

All the living lost to time and distance and our failure to 
nurture. Or heal. 

The longer we remain disengaged, the more the past 
slips across the calendar, dying to us.



Crossing the Solar Winds 
My last two birth aunts slipped away one day apart 

As quiet and beyond view as Voyager leaving the solar system 

The reports of their passage greatly unexaggerated. 

Yet it is I who feel unmoored from the constants of life 

My gravitational order––the sun, the moon,  

the near and distant planets comets, meteors––  

falling one by one into the emptiness behind. 

I am Voyager, released to the universe, 

Trackless space and endless time 

Forty thousand years to the closest sun.
About this–– 

Being 1 of 9 siblings, I imagine a solar system structure of 
my birth family. Each death feels like a loss, a weakening 
of the mystic gravitational forces that hold us distant yet 
mutually engaged. 

December 8, 2018:  The NASA Voyager 2 probe no 
longer feels the solar wind & is flying through interstellar 
space. Launched in 1977, and now travelling 54,000 KPH, 
it will take 40,000 years to reach another star system.



 



Sinking the Moon 
The golden moon sinks in the sea  

Tide moving ships round like clock hands 

To announce the dawn.   Another day–– 

When you’ll look past the checkout girls 

Take in the parade of grey hair, stooped shoulders 

Notice that the ancient of days 

Have started to look a lot like you; You–– 

 tuned to the tides, swung around  

 sensing you have grown into him,   

 that guy you used to warn yourself about. 

Youth, health ebb slowly as the tide 

No one thing or time of notability 

Just a patient erosion of the surplus 

depth, abundant buoyancy, confidence, 

The last of it leaching down the shore, 

chasing the receding flood  

Washing past the remnant barnacles and crabs 

And the haunting smell of the drying decadence.

About the photo–– 
Moonlight on the ship anchorage, Vancouver harbour, 2019



Finding Home 
My soul is ever home in the golden hills 

Above, around the valley of the silicon jobs 

My body craves the tropic breeze 

Tahiti Beach, palms, sand, bath warm seas  

My mind engages the challenging 

Respect I found in Cape and Veld 

My spirit is of reason, liberty 

Freedom of the downs, Chartwell 

My heart belongs to you.



Postscript and Last Rites
Calling to mind old loves and lovers 

fighting time’s tide to grasp again 

the moments lost to indecision; 

imagining, imagining, imagining as before 

And nothing more. 

   ––––––––––––––––––– 

If this is to be the final voice I hear 

And these the only hands I feel 

If yours the eyes I last look into 

The lips I touch and extremely kiss…  

These rites would carry me happy 

through a universe of eternities.
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